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How many times those summers of my early childhood did Pop step out on the gray-painted 
planks of the back porch, let the wooden screen door slam behind him, and yell in my direction, 
“Are you dead or somefin?” 
 
My mother often fled with her two daughters, I the younger, to her parents’ home outside 
Baltimore, Maryland.  Debbie and I loved those days with Gramma and Pop.  They had their 
hands full extending listening ears and support to my mother, who found the life of a Navy wife 
vexing after her pampered childhood as an only daughter.  Their attention to Mother resulted in 
my grandparents’ giving carte blanche to my sister and me; the neighborhood, the house and 
yards were our world. 
 
Especially the back yard.  The small lawns in Florida and South Carolina consisted of dried grass 
tufts held tenuously by hot sand.  Pop’s back yard, under the enormous oak tree, was cool, grass-
thick, the soil black and crumbly.  I could easily drill down an inch with my finger.  For long 
periods of time, I spread out, face just inches away from the ground, and stared.  I learned that 
the tiny black ants seemed to prefer to travel on the edges of the grass blades, that the blades that 
Pop’s push-reel lawn mower had not sliced were curved, with a point at the end.  The caps of the 
smallest fallen acorns were stylish hats for my fingers, their brims etched in a thatch pattern, a 
tiny, woody pompom on the top.   
 
I was reminded not long ago of my excursions into the dirt in Pop’s back yard.  My husband and 
I shared our mountain peaks to the west with friends from back east.  At over 10,000 feet, the 
peaks loom as mammoths, the wind whips with breath-catching ferocity, and from a distance, the 
boulders and tundra tell of centuries of brutal winters.  It was in that yawning vastness and 
enormity that one of our friends slowed his pace, bent to the ground, and studied, for quite some 
time, an area of tundra not much wider than the rim of a skillet.  Occasionally, he delicately 
touched a tiny plant, ran a finger along the fissures and smooth face of a glacier-etched, wind-
polished boulder.  He took pictures of the rock’s lichen, the alpine ground cover, a pine tree only 
six inches tall.  I soon knelt near him and stared as well.  I saw the tiny details that were of 
fascination to him— lichens, liverworts, pebbles, pinecones. I stroked tiny silver and furry leaves 
of, perhaps, the Common Twinpod plant.  I ruffled mosses moving toward dormancy.  In our 
silence, I imagined the long tap root of the diminutive Moss Campion, a lifeline that descends 
three to six feet into the rocky soil.  The plant itself is a squat little cushion, 2 to 6 inches tall, 
hugging close to the ground for wind and winter protection.  In some areas, it lives a century. 
 
Little details.  So immense in their strength.  I have seen the effects of small shards of green 
fuchsite in quartzite—the color turning glacier lakes into huge pools of green-blue.  I have 
scraped at the mere flashes of pyrite that caused gold rushes in the western half of our nation.  I 
have come close to the catastrophic effects of the discovery of a suspicious small dot on a 
mammogram.   
 
Little details.  So unforgettable. It takes only the briefest trigger to hurl me child-ward to Pop’s 
back yard.  I clearly see the thick grass, feel the chill of it on my child-body, smell the black, 



damp soil.  I see Harry’s nearby grocery store, which my sister and I visited with Gramma.  I 
remember the seams of Harry’s stiff white apron, I can tell you the shelf where the Tastykakes 
were stacked.  My mouth still waters for the pickled onions in the large, glass jar, to the right on 
the white refrigerated cabinet that held the “Fresh Killed Chicken.”  All so vivid, my senses fully 
at work.  I want you to believe my details, because I tell the truth. Acuity does not suffer, nor 
does authenticity, even after many years.  
 
On a mountain hike or a walk through a neighborhood, I have been, too often, guilty of admiring, 
with soaring heart, the panorama of sky and clouds and hills and peaks.  The real treasures, 
though, are in the details.  Details are the seed, the strength.  They provide and provoke, in any 
circumstance or setting, vindication, further mystery, potential solution.  They are the string and 
the hook.  The past turned into the present.  Where first truth and then story comes forth.     
 
The stories embedded in these details, which issue forth as memories, may lack beauty or 
comfort.  In spite of the original nature of details, smaller than their context, they can manifest so 
large and overwhelming and suffocating in their pain and the consequences.  They are never 
erased, never rejected, never fully tamed. Yet, with time, with distance, they grow smaller, but 
only to fit into and lie dormant in our minds, through long winters of our lives’ thoughts.  The 
initial circumstance or setting is no less to us, but the memory telescopes.  It has to, or the 
memory will unfavorably engulf us.  
 
The telescoping is a survival mechanism while the details as memory must lie dormant—perhaps 
because of self-loathing or the fear of ridicule and blame by others.  Silence and darkness 
surround the memory but do nothing to erode it.  The senses, like mountains or a winter storm, 
are still enormous and overwhelming. The senses nurture the pain.  However, the senses 
preserve, and what they preserve is what is accurate, clear, factual, authentic.  The memory, 
because of the pain it bears, and because of the need to hold it in silence, does not lend itself to 
inaccurate storytelling, to the layering of additional details, to any process of creativity or 
imagination.  The memory and its details do not change.  Even over decades. 
 
And then, a trigger occurs, and the memory is commanded to come forth, to be shared.  With that 
exposure comes, I’m sure, a physical, mental, and emotional response that is as pain-shocking as 
the strike of a cat’s claws.  The details are as crystal clear, as accurate, as explosive as they have 
always been.  They are no less significant than the day they were formed. 
 
These detailed images are as genuine, then, as all the rugged, stoic, persevering, inexorable 
details of our natural world.  No one should rule that the bearers of these memories be hushed or 
deemed irrelevant.    
  


